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Abstract
In the last years, a General Multilingual Environmental Thesaurus (GEMET) in all
the languages of the EU-member states has been developed within the working program of the "European Topic Centre for Catalogue of Data Sources & Thesaurus"
(ETC/CDS), European Environment Agency, (EEA). GEMET is meant to support
indexing of metadata within the CDS system.
At the same time, an environmental Thesaurus based on the Umwelt Thesaurus
(UBA - Umweltbundesamt, Berlin) was produced in co-operation between Germany
and Austria for their common metainformation system "Environmental Data Catalogue" (Umweltdatenkatalog, UDK). Austrian UDK at
http://193.170.161.213:8080/wwwudk/html/de/start.html , German UDK at
http://www.udk-gein.de/
To manage and maintain both the CDS-Thesaurus and the UDK-Thesaurus, a THESaurus MAINtenance (THESmain) system as well as a tool for visualising thesauri
(THESshow) had been constructed by TBHS on behalf of the ETC/CDS and the
Germany/Austria UDK-team.
THESmain is fully operational since May 1997 for both applications (CDS and
UDK). UDK-Thesaurus Editorial Board at http://www.cedar.at/wgr_home.
CNR at present is working on a new Thesaurus for the Environment. To fulfil the
requirements of future Thesaurus work, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
has been concluded in late 2000 between CNR - Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche,
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Rome, UBA Berlin, UBA Vienna and TBHS Vienna. It's aim was to build a cooperation in order to develop a new software tool for building and maintaining
multi-lingual, poly-hierarchical Thesauri, based on the experiences of the existing
Thesaurus software tools used within the UDK co-operation.
This tool named SuperThes is now ready for work assignment.

1.

General information about SuperThes

The Thesaurus of Environmental Data Catalogue Austria and Germany UDKT has
been managed since 1995 by the software package THESmain. As, within almost a
decade, the software came into age, a successor was designed, using a 4th generation
programming language, a more powerful database engine and, hopefully, a more
modern and more easily understandable user interface. Of course a multitude of new
functions were implemented, most of them coming from requirements of previously
working with THESmain.
The new software SuperThes is currently in use by the environmental agency in
Berlin and Vienna and by CNR in Rome. Recently some institutions have adopted
SuperThes as platform for their thesaurus work e.g. "Bundesanstalt für Wasserbau",
Hamburg /NOKIS or WHO/CEHA in Amman, Jordan.

1.1 SuperThes key features
1. Adaptability
2. Flexibility
3. Interoperability

1.1.1

Adaptability

Typically thesaurus software packages are constructed for a particular application
where a single institution pays money for the development. If the packages performance is sufficient, the software is sold to other firms and institutions if it is possible
to squeeze their requirements into the existing software. In many cases this is just
partially successful –THESmain is such an example.
In this aspect SuperThes is very different. After installation there are no predefined tables or fields. There is also no predefined hierarchy.
A thesaurus developer is able to define tables and fields according to his requirements. There is no limitation in the number of tables. Fields are limited to 64 kBytes
per line. Thus using Memo fields 16384 fields may be defined per table. The internal
data storage is Unicode compliant enabling the use of every written language as long
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operating system support is existing. Currently about 200 languages are defined in
SuperThes.

Figure 1
Table and Field Editor

1.1.2

Flexibility

Traditional thesaurus software packages contain few data types only. Typically there
are data types for numbers, for text and memo fields for larger chunks of text. It is
not even possible to write simple chemical formulas like H2O. If data is found in
electronic sources like Microsoft Word documents or in web pages, the text is likely
to be not in ASCII any more. So thesaurus workers have to convert the RTF or
UTF8 encoded data into their legacy ASCII systems.
SuperThes contains many powerful data types beside the standard field types like
“Text” or “Memo”. So fields may contain images, sounds or formatted documents in
Rich Text format (RTF) allowing to incorporate documents created in Microsoft
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Word or in StarOffice. For the ease of operation drop down selectors are also implemented.

Figure 2: Document and Image Editors

1.1.3

Interoperability

Almost all document and image data are kept within data processing equipment.
Imagine finding a definition from an online encyclopaedia including an image fitting
a term in your data collection. Traditional software requires you to write the definition and to forget about the image. SuperThes enables you to include document and
image either per cut and paste or by simple dragging the data into the appropriate
fields. Of course this features are bi-directional enabling drag and drop operation
from SuperThes into Microsoft Word, Excel etc.
Another important item is bulk data exchange. SuperThes supports two different
methods for data exchange of bulk data:
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1.1.3.1 XML data exchange
SuperThes produces XML output from its tabular and structural data and of course it
is possible to import from XML sources. The XML format is contained in a Document type definition which of course is published and available to everyone.
The document type definition is in fact a metadefinition describing a method to describe a thesaurus’ actual configuration. An SuperThes XML file consists of three
parts:
The document type definition
The description of tables and fields of a particular thesaurus
The data (tabular and structural) itself
Over all of the advantages of XML data exchange there is one big disadvantage: the
“other” program has to have a XML parser. Well you might use some public available tool kit like SAX. But the data path from XML into your database engine must
be programmed. So there is most likely a high initial cost to implement XML data
exchange.
If it comes to actions like to get data from an old system into SuperThes most
people prefer to use a simple text format.
XML data may contain images, documents and sounds. This type of data are encoded as Base64 which is adapted from RFC1421. This type of encoding is compliant to RFC2045 (Internet Message Bodies)

1.1.3.2 Textual data exchange
Data which is contained in tables is very frequently found as a candidate to import
into a thesaurus. Such data collections coming typically from text processing software like MS-Word or from a spreadsheet program like MS-Excel may be very easily imported into SuperThes. Various types of character encoding, date and time
formats, field and record separator may be selected. Text may be encoded in every
code page available on Microsoft operating systems and of course in Unicode.
Unicode is supported either in UCS-16 or in UTF-8.
Imported data may be appended to an existing table. Columns may be referenced
to already existing data and data may be merged with existing data.
Data to export are defined by selecting a table and fields.
Textual data exchange may also contain image or document data which are encoded as Base64 (See XML data exchange for details)
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2.

Development of the thesaurus UDKT-8 by using
SuperThes

The Thesaurus of Environmental Data Catalogue Austria and Germany (UDKThesaurus Version 8) is originally based on environmental thesaurus UMTHES® of
UBA Berlin and developed within a co-operation between Germany and Austria
since 1993. Version 8 was released on 25. February 2004.
The first goal was to export the data from THESmain into SuperThes. Although it
would have been easy to export tables from THESMain and import these table into
SuperThes a conversion utility was programmed. The basic idea of creating a utility
was to assist all THESmain users in upgrading to SuperThes with an automatic conversion utility.
Thesaurus Editorial Board on the web: http://www.cedar.at/wgr_home/

2.1 UDK structure
2.1.1

UDK-T 8 basic structure

UDK-T descriptors (preferred terms, polyhierarchically, with filing sections for extended structuring, English translations), references of synonymous non-descriptors
to descriptors, references between related descriptors /related terms, definitions,
grammatical information for text analysis.

2.1.2

UDK-T 8 content coverage

Waste. Soil. Environmental chemicals/pollutants. Environmental aspects of energy
and raw materials. Environmental aspects of genetically changed organisms, viruses
and genes. Noise/vibration. Environmental aspects of the agriculture and forestry,
fishery, food. Air. Nature and landscape/regional development. Radiation. General
and overlapping environmental questions. Environment law. Environmental
economics. Water. ...

2.1.3
•
•
•
•
•
•

size (no. of terms) (February. 2004)

Descriptors (preferred terms): 8,903
Filing Sections: 110
Top Terms 33
Non-descriptors (synonyms of descriptors): 19,366
Part Terms for text analysis: 13,300
sum total 41,712
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The next step was the import of the data delivered from the environmental agency
Berlin. They provide an MS-Excel like data content from their ADIS system.
The data now is held in three tables namely THESAURUS, Classification and
NonDescEnglish.
For the thesaurus table 26 fields were created.
The total time for creating table and fields was half an hour.

Figure 3
THESmain-SuperThes Converter

To import the data content again a utility was programmed. Also here it would
have been possible to get the data in with SuperThes native capabilities only.
Using the two utilities it takes about a working day to import and syntactically
check the huge data set consisting of 22629 terms and 36779 relations.
The following working days doing quality checking, comparison with previous
years data, removing bugs from the data content showed that this work can be done
quicker than using THESmain. It also turned out that SuperThes was able to handle
the quite large amount of data without problems severe bugs or hang-ups.
After creating the Version 8 the terms according to new German orthography
were imported. In this course several new fields were defined to hold the old data.
Also this task could be finished within short time and without problems.
The production data were exported in textual format. The data are already imported into the UDK and in public use.
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3.

Application of SuperThes to the Environmental
Application Reference Thesaurus EARTh

EARTh Thesaurus is based on a faceted structure. Its classification scheme was built
utilizing a deductive-inductive approach and is based on the identification and
adoption of a system of categories. The Thesaurus vertical structure is founded on
categories; it is organized in a framework of different levels and classification knots,
and it comprises hierarchical relationships.
The proposed model envisages the possibility of complementing the faceted
structure with a system of themes; the latter, by crossing with the vertical structure,
would form a matrix system.
Although an operational proposal was created for a specific utilization, the system
of themes, as it was conceived, should be developed according to the specific needs
of the applicative context, which precisely defines the theme, i.e. the object of interest.
In a thematic approach, the terms linked to a specific sector, are reassembled,
while the facet structure tends to scatter them under the more general referral concept.
For EARTh, the implementation of an extended set of semantic relationships was
planned and is at present in progress. The associative, equivalence and hierarchical
relationships will be arranged in a series of sub-relationships, whose logical content
is specified. The enrichment and the logical clarification of the relationships, reinforce their potential utilization for navigating on a conceptual basis. Besides, it will
increase the possibility of using and reusing them also within the context of artificial
intelligence which is based on semantic networks for knowledge modelling, in the
perspective of developing a machine-readable version of the thesaurus.
From a different point of view, the increase and the specification of the associative relationships will strengthen the capacity of the system to represent the interconnected feature of the conceptual area. It will also face in a better way the requirements posed by the networked information on the Internet.
The EARTh terminological content is derived from various multilingual and
monolingual sources of controlled environmental terminology: GEMET - GEneral
Multilingual Environmental Thesaurus; the Italian Earth Sciences Thesaurus; EnvDev, the Terminological Bulletin for the Rio de Janeiro Conference on Environment and Development, plus other documents concerning specific sectors.
The selection, as well as the semantic and morphological processing of this terminology, still in progress, requires the management of problems connected with the
utilization of multiple sources, developed in different operational fields and characterized by different approaches, concerning conceptual structuring and terminological representation.
EARTh has been uploaded into SuperThes and is currently successfully handled
with it since the software ensures the possibility to implement all the features devel-
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oped into EARTh and to work in a multilingual environment which is required by
the EARTh user community.
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